Dear Reviewer #1,
I have revised the relevant words according to the comments. Thank you.

Dear Reviewer #2,
Question1: I think it is appropriate to submit this article to the journal on head and neck cancer or oncology because this study included only two cases of cervical esophageal cancer and most of the description is related to head and neck cancer.
Answer: This study properly reflects the results and safety of radiochemotherapy in tumor clinical cases, which is in line with the purpose of this journal.
Question2: Please describe the radiation therapy regimen for 4 patients who have received radiation therapy in the past. Did you change the radiation dose or fields?
Answer: To those who received postoperative radiotherapy previously (60-66Gy), the second radiotherapy GTV dose was not more than 70Gy after adjustment (64-70Gy). We appropriately reduced the dose of second radiotherapy, and the range of treatment field was determined according to the site of recurrence or metastasis. When the radiation dose of some important organs reached the upper limit, we adjusted the treatment field.
Question3: A total of 4 patients who received this chemoradiotherapy died from oral and nasal hemorrhage. Please cite previous reports on the frequency of deaths from hemorrhage in other chemoradiotherapy regimens and compare them to the frequency of deaths in this regimen.